
                                   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
The Park is owned by the Rockefeller Foundation who has kindly 

given the permission to the Municipality of Bellagio 
to organize the guided tours. 

 

Villa Serbelloni Garden’s rules 
 
 

1) The garden is open from the 12th March to 1st November 2022, everyday 
except Mondays. 

Guided tours of the gardens take place twice a day: at 11 am and at 3.30 pm for 
a minimum of 6 pax to a maximum of 20 pax. It is never possible to visit the Villa. 

In the event of bad weather, tours are cancelled. 
 

2) The visit lasts about 1 hour and 30 minutes and can be quite difficult as the 
first hour of the tour involves uphill walking on uneven terrain as far as the top of 

the promontory. 
Since the downhill route is different to the one going up, the guide cannot leave 

participants behind to be picked up on return. 
It is therefore recommended to warn all participants of the difficulty of the tour. 
 

3) There are no toilet facilities in the garden. 
 

4) Entrance fee 10,00 euro per person. Children between 7 and 13 years 5,00 

euro per person. Children under 7 years free entrance. 
For sure English or/and Italian speaking guide. 
 

5) Payment to be made before the start of the tour. 
The meeting point is at the old medieval stone tower in the main square (near the 

church of St. Giacomo) in the upper part of Bellagio’s historic centre. 

Allow 10 minutes for the walk from the boat landing stage. 
Allow 20 minutes for the walk from the coach/bus/car parking area. 
 

6) Cancellations made 3 days before the tour no penalty. For cancellations 
made only 48 hours before the tour 50% penalty, for cancellations made 24 hour 

before the tour 100% penalty. 
7) For private visit the payment for the whole group is required, otherwise 

other person will be admitted to reach the maximum capability. 
8) Booking can be made online at the following link 

 

Enquiries and reservations: 
Promobellagio Office: 

Tel. and Fax: +39-031-951555 
E-Mail: info@promobellagio.it 

https://www.bellagiolakecomo.com/en/bellagio-lake-como-italy/buy-online-experiences-and-services?cancatid=357#bookFrame

